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EXAMPLES OF KNOTS IN S3 ADMITTING

SEIFERT-FIBERED SURGERIES OVER S2 WITH FOUR

EXCEPTIONAL FIBERS

Sungmo Kang

Abstract. In [4] Miyazaki and Motegi constructed one family of
knots in S3 which admits Dehn surgery producing a Seifert-fibered
space over S2 with four exceptional fibers. On the other hand,
in [3] using doubly hyper Seifert twisted torus knots, the author
constructed six families of knots in S3 which admit Dehn surgery
yielding a Seifert-fibered space over S2 with four exceptional fibers.
It is questioned in [3] whether or not the family of the knots con-
structed in [4] belongs to one of the six families of the knots in [3].
In this paper, we give the positive answer for this question.

1. Introduction

Let K be a knot in S3 and K(γ) the manifold obtained by a γ-Dehn
surgery of S3 on K. Since we are interested in knots in S3 admitting
Dehn surgery producing a Seifert-fibered space over S2 with four excep-
tional fibers, we go through all known examples of such knots. First
in [2] Kalliongis and Tsau showed that the connected sum of two torus
knots admits a Seifert-fibered space over S2 with four exceptional fibers.
In other words, if K = T (p, q)#T (m,n), where T (p, q) is a (p, q)-torus
knot, then K(pq + mn) is a Seifert-fibered space over S2 with four ex-
ceptional fibers of indices p, q,m, and n. Miyazaki and Motegi gave
in [4] a new family of satellite knots producing a Seifert-fibered Dehn
surgery over S2 with four exceptional fibers. It follows from [4] that the
connected sum of two torus knots T (p, q)#T (m,n) is contained in this
family as a special case. On the other hand, in [3], using doubly hyper
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Seifert twisted torus knots, the author constructed six families of knots
admitting such Dehn surgery. These families of knots in S3 turned out
to be satellite knots.

All of the known examples above are satellite knots in S3 and this
supports the following conjecture.

Conjecture. If K(γ) is a Seifert-fibered space for some slope γ, then
K(γ) is a Seifert-fibered space over S2 with at most four exceptional
fibers or a Seifert-fibered space over RP2 with no more than two excep-
tional fibers. Furthermore, if K is hyperbolic, then the surgery slope γ
is integral, and K(γ) cannot be a Seifert-fibered space over S2 with four
exceptional fibers.

It is questioned in [3] whether or not the family of satellite knots
constructed in [4] belongs to one of the six families of the satellite knots
in [3]. In this paper, we give the positive answer for this question.

The way of constructing the family of satellite knots in [4] is given
briefly in Section 2. The six families of knots in [3] are constructed using
twisted torus knots. Twisted torus knots are ones that lie in a genus two
Heegaard surface of S3. The definition of twisted torus knots and how
to construct the six families in [3] are given in Section 3. In Section 4
we show as the main result of this paper that the family of the satellite
knots constructed in [4] belongs to one of the six families of knots in [3].

Throughout this paper, we denote by S(a1, . . . , an) the Seifert-fibered
space over a surface S with n exceptional fibers of indices a1, . . . , an.

2. The satellite knots constructed by Miyazaki and Motegi

In this section we briefly describe the satellite knots which Miyazaki
and Motegi constructed in [4], and show their method to verify that
these knots admit Dehn surgery yielding S2(a, b, c, d).

Let V1 be a standardly embedded solid torus in S3 and V2 the com-
plementary solid torus S3 − intV1. Let T (p, q) be a (p, q)-torus knot
in ∂V1(= ∂V2). Figure 1 shows the solid torus V1 and the torus knot
T (p, q), where (p, q) = (7, 3). Consider a trivial knot τ in S3 as depicted
in Figure 1. Let V = S3− intN(τ). Then V is an unknotted solid torus
and lk(τ, T (p, q)) = p + q. As denoted in [4], we let M(K; γ) be the
resulting 3-manifold obtained by a γ-Dehn surgery of M(⊆ S3) on a
knot K in M . If M = S3, then it is K(γ).
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Figure 1. A (p, q)-torus knot in ∂V1(= ∂V2) and an
unknot τ in S3, where (p, q) = (7, 3).

Lemma 2.1. The Dehn surgery of V on a torus knot T (p, q) at a
slope pq yields a Seifert-fibered manifold over the disk with two excep-
tional fibers of indices p and |q|, and a longitude of V is a regular fiber
of the resulting manifold obtained by the Dehn surgery.

Proof. This is Lemma 9.1 in [4].

Let (mV , lV ) be a meridian-longitude pair of V . Choose an orientation-
preserving embedding f : V ↪→ S3 which sends a core of V to a torus
knot T (r, s), and f(lV ) = l + rsm ∈ H1(f(∂V )), where (m, l) is a
meridian-longitude pair of f(V ). Then the image f(T (p, q)) of T (p, q)
is a satellite knot with T (r, s) as a companion knot. This satellite knot
is denoted by Kp,q(r, s). Kp,q(r, s) is the family of satellite knots that
Miyazaki and Motegi constructed in [4]. Also they showed that these
knots admit S2(a, b, c, d) Dehn surgery as follows.

To investigate Dehn surgery on Kp,q(r, s), let γ be the pq slope in
terms of a meridian-longitude pair of T (p, q). Then by [4] f(γ) is a
slope on ∂N(Kp,q(r, s)) which corresponds to pq + (p+ q)2rs.

Theorem 2.2. The Dehn surgery of S3 on Kp,q(r, s) at a slope pq+
(p+q)2rs yields a Seifert-fibered manifold over S2 with four exceptional
fibers of indices p, |q|, r, |s|.

Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 2.1 and the fact that the exte-
rior of the regular neighborhood of T (r, s) is a Seifert-fibered manifold
over the disk with two exceptional fibers of indices r and |s|.
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Figure 2. A (7, 3)-torus knot T (7, 3) and 3 parallel
copies 3T (2, 1) of a (2, 1)-torus knot.

3. Twisted torus knots admitting Dehn surgery of S2(a, b, c, d)

In this section, we describe six families of twisted torus knots in [3]
which admit Dehn surgery of S2(a, b, c, d). Twisted torus knots were
introduced by J. Dean in [1]. Here we provide the brief explanation
given in [3] about how to make twisted torus knots.

Let V1 and V2 be two standardly embedded disjoint unlinked solid tori
in S3. Assume that a torus knot T (p, q) lies in the boundary of V1. Let
rT (m,n) be the r parallel copies of T (m,n) which lie in the boundary
of V2. Here we may assume that 0 < |q| < p and m > 0. Let D1 be a
disk in ∂V1 so that T (p, q) intersects D1 in r disjoint parallel arcs, where
0 < r ≤ p + q, and D2 a disk in ∂V2 so that rT (m,n) intersect D2 in
r disjoint parallel arcs, one for each component of rT (m,n). Figure 2
shows the (7, 3)-torus knot T (7, 3) in ∂V1, 3 parallel copies 3T (2, 1) of
the (2, 1)-torus knot T (2, 1) in ∂V2, and D1 and D2. By excising the
disks D1 and D2 from their respective tori and gluing the punctured
tori together along their boundaries so that the orientations of T (p, q)
and rT (m,n) align correctly, we build a knot which lies in the boundary
of a genus two handlebody H which is obtained from V1 and V2 by
gluing the disks D1 and D2. This knot is called a twisted torus knot,
which is denoted by K(p, q, r,m, n). Figure 3 shows a twisted torus knot
K(7, 3, 3, 2, 1).

If we let H ′ = S3 −H and Σ = ∂H = ∂H ′, then (H,H ′; Σ) forms a
genus two Heegaard splitting of S3 and all twisted torus knots lie in the
genus two Heegaard surface Σ bounding the two handlebodies H and
H ′ of S3 as constructed above.
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Figure 3. A twisted torus knot K(7, 3, 3, 2, 1).

As a simple closed curve on the boundary of a genus two handlebody
H, a twisted torus knot K is said to be Seifert in H if a 2-handle addi-
tion H[K] along K is a Seifert-fibered manifold over the disk with two
exceptional fibers, i.e., H[K] = D2(a, b). (Note that there is more gen-
eral version of definition of a“Seifert” curve. See, for example, [3].) J.
Dean gave three criteria for twisted torus knot being Seifert in a genus
two handlebody H; hyper, middle, and end. Since a twisted torus knot
lies in the genus two Heegaard surface Σ bounding the two handlebod-
ies H and H ′ of S3, we can consider hyper/hyper Seifert, hyper/middle
Seifert, and so on. In [3], the author classified of all hyper/hyper(or dou-
bly hyper) Seifert twisted torus knots. It follows that there are a total of
six families of doubly hyper Seifert twisted torus knots. Also he showed
that all of these knots admit Dehn surgery producing S2(a, b, c, d) at a
surface slope. Recall that a surface slope is one component of the in-
tersection between the Heegaard surface and the boundary of a regular
neighborhood of a twisted torus knot. Furthermore, all of these knots
turned out to be satellite knots whose companion knots are torus knots.

The following shows the six families of doubly hyper Seifert twisted
torus knots and that all of these knots admit Dehn surgery producing
S2(a, b, c, d) at a surface slope.

Theorem 3.1. SupposeK = K(p, q, r,m, n) is a doubly hyper Seifert
twisted torus knot lying in a standard genus two Heegaard splitting
(H,H ′; Σ) of S3 with 1 < q < p, gcd(p, q) = 1, 0 < r ≤ p + q, m >
1, |n| > 1, and gcd(m,n) = 1. Then K belongs to one of the six families
shown in Table 1. Also K(γ) is a Seifert-fibered space over S2 with four
exceptional fibers of indices p, q,m, and |n|, where γ is a surface slope
which is equal to pq + r2mn. Furthermore, K is a satellite knot whose
companion is a torus knot T (m,n).
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Table 1. Six families of doubly hyper Seifert twisted
torus knots

(p, q, r) satisfying

1 (p, q, 1) 1 < q < p
2 (p, q, p− q) 1 < q < p
3 (p, q, p+ q) 1 < q < p
4 (αq + 2ε, q, αq + ε) q > 1, α > 0, ε = ±1 with αq + 2ε > 2
5 (3J + ε, 2J + ε, 4J + ε) J > 0, ε = ±1 with 2J + ε > 1
6 ((2J + ε)J ′ + J, 2J + ε, (2J + ε)J ′ + J + ε) J, J ′ > 0, ε = ±1 with 2J + ε > 1

Proof. This is Theorem 3.6 in [3].

Remark. In the first three families in Table 1, the parameter q is re-
stricted to 1 < q < p. However the parameter q can be extended to
be a negative integer with 1 < |q| < p. This is because in the proof
of Theorem 3.1 Theorem 3.4 in [1] applies to prove the primitivity of
a twisted torus knot in a genus two handlebody. However the proof of
Theorem 3.4 in [1] is verified algebraically in π1(H) and π1(H

′), which
are free groups of rank two. Therefore by choosing the opposite sign of
a generator as a generator, the parameter q can be allowed to a negative
integer.

4. Main Theorem

Section 2 gives the satellite knots in S3 producing the Dehn surgery
of S2(a, b, c, d), which Miyazaki and Motegi constructed in [4]. While,
Section 3 shows the six families of doubly hyper Seifert twisted torus
knots admitting such Dehn surgeries, which were classified by the author
in [3]. In this section we show the following theorem, which is the main
result of this paper.

Theorem 4.1. The satellite knots constructed in Section 2 are ex-
actly the third family of doubly hyper Seifert twisted torus knots in
Section 3 with the parameter q allowed to be negative.

Before we prove Theorem 4.1, we give a different proof of Lemma 2.1
in Section 2, which is restated here as Lemma 4.2. This lemma will be
used to prove Theorem 4.1.

Lemma 4.2. The Dehn surgery of V on a torus knot T (p, q) at a
slope pq yields a Seifert-fibered manifold over the disk with two excep-
tional fibers of indices p and |q|, and a longitude of V is a regular fiber
of the resulting manifold obtained by the Dehn surgery.
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Figure 4. The trivial knot τ in S3.

Proof. As denoted in Section 2, V1 is a standardly embedded solid
torus in S3 and V2 is the complementary solid torus S3− intV1 on whose
common boundary a (p, q)-torus knot T (p, q) lies. And τ is an unknot
in S3 as shown in Figure 1 or in Figure 4a. It is easy to see that τ can
be transformed isotopically as shown in Figure 4b. Thus from now on,
we consider τ in Figure 4b.

Now we let τi = τ ∩ Vi where i = 1, 2. In other words, in Figure 4b,
τ1 is the solid arc of τ and τ2 is the dotted arc of τ . It follows that

V (= S3 − intN(τ)) = (V1 − intN(τ1)) ∪∂ (V2 − intN(τ2))

, where Vi − intN(τi), where i = 1, 2, is a genus two handlebody. We
denote it and their common boundary by Hi and Σ respectively. We can
observe that T (p, q) lies on the common boundary Σ as a twisted torus
knot in both H1 and H2. In other words, we see from the construction
of H1 and H2 that T (p, q) is a twisted torus knot K(p, q, p + q, 1, 0) in
H1 and a twisted torus knot K(q, p, p+ q, 1, 0) in H2. Then by Theorem
3.4 in [1], T (p, q) is primitive in both H1 and H2, and thus the 2-handle
additions H1[T (p, q)] and H2[T (p, q)] become solid tori. Note that the
common boundary of H1[T (p, q)] and H2[T (p, q)] is an annulus, say A,
whose core is isotopic to the cocore σi of the 1-handle N(τi) on the torus
boundary of Hi[T (p, q)], where i = 1, 2.

Now we consider Dehn surgery of V on the knot T (p, q) at a slope pq.
Let γ be a slope on ∂N(T (p, q)) corresponding to pq. Then γ is a surface
slope, that is, one component of the intersection of Σ and ∂N(T (p, q)).
This implies that by Lemma 2.1 in [1],

V (T (p, q); pq) ∼= H1[T (p, q)] ∪A H2[T (p, q)].
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Figure 5. The local picture of V .

Since H1[T (p, q)] and H2[T (p, q)] are solid tori, V (T (p, q); pq) is a
Seifert-fibered manifold over the disk. It remains to show that the
Seifert-fibered manifold V (T (p, q); pq) has two exceptional fibers of in-
dices p and |q|. However since the core of A is isotopic to the cocore
σi of the 1-handle N(τi) on the torus boundary of Hi[T (p, q)], where
i = 1, 2, the indices can be obtained by computing the first homology
of the manifold (Hi[T (p, q)])[σi], where i = 1, 2. Note that by the def-
inition of 2-handle addition, (Hi[T (p, q)])[σi] ∼= (Hi[σi])[T (p, q)]. The
latter is easier to compute and the first homology of (Hi[σi])[T (p, q)] is
Zp when i = 1, and Z|q| when i = 2. Therefore V (T (p, q); pq) is a Seifert-
fibered manifold over the disk with two exceptional fibers of indices p
and |q|. Since the core of A is isotopic to the cocore σi of the 1-handle
N(τi), which is a longitude of V , a longitude of V is a regular fiber of
V (T (p, q); pq).

The proof of Theorem 4.1. We show that the satellite knot Kp,q(r, s)
in Section 2 that Miyazaki and Motegi constructed is a twisted torus
knot K(p, q, p + q, r, s) in S3, that is, the third family of the doubly
hyper Seifert twisted torus knots in Table 1.

We assume that q > 0. For the case that q < 0, similar argument
can be applied. We continue to use the same notations as in Sectioin 2.
The satellite knot Kp,q(r, s) is obtained from a torus knot T (p, q) in V (=
S3− intN(τ)), where τ is a trivial knot in S3, by taking an orientation-
preserving embedding f : V ↪→ S3 such that f sends a core of V to
a torus knot T (r, s), and f(lV ) = l + rsm ∈ H1(f(∂V )). Figure 5
shows the local picture of V with N(τ), the meridian disk, two copies
of longitudinal curves l1 and l2 of V , and the core of V .

Consider the genus two handlebody Hi for i = 1, 2, which is described
in Lemma 4.2. The complete set of the cutting disks of Hi consists of
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Figure 6. The image of V under f and the local picture
of a meridian of N(T (r, s)).

Figure 7. The genus two handlebody H ′
1 =

f(H1) ∪f(A1) X1 where f(A1) is an annulus whose
core is a torus knot T (r, s) with (r, s) = (2, 1), and
f(T (p, q)) as a twisted torus knot K(p, q, p+ q, r, s).

the meridian disk of Vi and the half of the meridian disk Di of V as
shown in Figure 5, which is a disk as well. Let Ai = ∂N(τ) ∩Hi. Then
Ai is an annulus whose boundary consists of the two longitudes l1 and
l2 of V .

We let T (⊂ S3) be a Heegaard torus of S3 on which the torus knot
T (r, s) lies, and which separates S3 into two solid tori X1 and X2. Then

B = T −N(T (r, s)) is an annulus, and the exterior of T (r, s) is homeo-
morphic to X1 ∪B X2, which is a Seifert-fibered manifold over the disk
with two exceptional fibers of indices r and |s|. See Figure 6a.

Since a core of V is sent to a torus knot T (r, s) under the orientation-
preserving embedding f and f(lV ) = l + rsm ∈ H1(f(∂V )), f(Ai) is
an annulus on ∂Xi whose core is a parallel copy of T (r, s), and whose
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boundary consists of f(l1) and f(l2). See Figure 6b, which shows the
local picture of a meridian of N(T (r, s)). Therefore in S3, f(Hi)∪f(Ai)Xi

is a genus two handlebody H ′
i for i = 1, 2. Figure 7 shows H ′

1, which
is the union of f(H1) and X1 along the annulus f(A1) whose core is a
torus knot T (r, s) with (r, s) = (2, 1). The image f(T (p, q)) of T (p, q)
appears as in Figure 7 as well. This is exactly a twisted torus knot
K(p, q, p+q, r, s) and thus is the third family of the doubly hyper Seifert
twisted torus knots in Table 1.

In conclusion, (H ′
1, H

′
2; ∂H

′
1(= ∂H ′

2)) forms a genus two Heegaard
splitting of S3 and Kp,q(r, s) = f(T (p, q)) lies on ∂H ′

1 = ∂H ′
2 as a twisted

torus knot K(p, q, p + q, r, s). Furthermore by Theorem 3.1, Kp,q(r, s)
admits Dehn surgery yielding a Seifert-fibered manifold over S2 with
four exceptional fibers of indices p, q, r, |s| at a slope pq + (p + q)2rs.
This completes the proof.
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